請由 A、B、C、D 四個選項，選出最適合題旨的字或詞，將答案填上答案卷。
(共 50 題，每題 2 分)
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1. Shakespeare ________ many famous plays in the 16\textsuperscript{th} century.
   A. wrote          B. writes         C. is writing         D. have written

2. Sorry, I ________ when you talked. What did you say?
   A. am not listening  B. wasn’t listening   C. hadn’t listened   D. haven’t listened

3. Ellie will ________ almost one million NT dollars by the end of this year.
   A. have saved      B. save           C. be saving         D. saves

4. Mike usually drives to work, but today he ________.
   A. walks         B. walking         C. has walked      D. walked

5. When I got tired, I stopped ________.
   A. to work       B. working         C. to working      D. to be working

6. Lying to your teachers ________ you a bad student.
   A. makes        B. make           C. making         D. to make

7. Did you hear the birds ________ in the tree? They sound so happy!
   A. sung         B. singing         C. sang            D. to sing

8. Mary’s father warned her ________ make friends with those street kids but she wouldn’t listen.
   A. cannot        B. don’t          C. to not           D. not to

9. We don’t know what’s in the room because the door ________.
   A. is locked      B. locked         C. has locked      D. is locking

10. My project ________ tomorrow.
    A. is finished     B. will finish      C. is finishing      D. will be finished

※ 試題請隨卷繳回
11. I can’t find my credit card. It’s ________.
   A. going         B. be gone       C. gone            D. went

12. You ______ stop before a stop sign or you’ll be fined.
   A. may         B. would        C. must            D. could

13. Bring your umbrella. It ______ rain later.
   A. might         B. should       C. can’t            D. might have

14. John failed the test. He ______ studied harder.
   A. shouldn’t have B. must have   C. may have        D. should have

15. Either you or he _____ to take out the garbage.
   A. have         B. are           C. has             D. will be

16. Her sons weren’t home but her daughter ______.
   A. was         B. were       C. is               D. had

17. I left my wallet ______ at home or in my office.
   A. both        B. either      C. neither        D. or

18. The man _____ won the lottery decided to quit his job and travel around the world.
   A. he         B. he that     C. who          D. he who

19. ______ is none of your business.
   A. Where she go    B. Where did she go    C. Where does she go   D. Where she went

20. The swimming pool is 25 feet ______ and 18 feet ______.
   A. length, width     B. long, width         C. length, wide       D. long, wide

21. It’s rude to fall ______ during a meeting.
   A. asleep         B. sleeping     C. sleepy        D. sleep

22. I had three tests last week. The math test was ______ difficult of all.
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23. The mother was ______ talking to the child in her arms.
   A. softly   B. well     C. easily    D. widely

24. ______, the fire was put out soon after it had started.
   A. Ideally  B. Unfortunately C. Certainly D. Fortunately

25. Peter went to the supermarket ______ some bread and milk.
   A. about  B. for       C. by      D. from

26. Worrying too much ______ your health will make you ill.
   A. for  B. on       C. from    D. about

27. Please wait a little longer. The doctor will get here ______ a few minutes.
   A. for  B. by       C. after   D. in

28. Let me show you ______. You’ll like it.
   A. interesting something   B. something interesting
   C. some thing interesting  D. interesting some thing

29. After Nick tasted the coffee, he added ______ sugar to it.
   A. a little  B. any    C. many     D. several

30. Amy and John are getting married, ______?
   A are they  B. aren’t they C. don’t they  D. will they

31. Your high ideals are useless unless you can ______ them into action.
   A. take  B. put       C. set      D. place

32. I can tell ______ the sound of those footsteps that John is coming.
   A. by  B. on        C. for      D. with

33. Jane was in such a hurry to get to the station that I ______ had a chance to talk to her.
A. definitely  B. barely  C. merely  D. truly

34. It was not until we finished packing _______ we set out for our destination.
   A. which  B. then  C. that  D. did

35. Should you hit someone accidentally, you must _____ to him or her without hesitation.
   A. deny  B. apologize  C. surrender  D. contain

36. The criminal was _______ to twenty years in prison for robbing a bank.
   A. accused  B. charged  C. sentenced  D. convicted

37. We tried very hard to persuade that stubborn old man to change his mind, but _____.
   A. at will  B. on purpose  C. in vain  D. to capacity

38. I will marry you on ______ that you promise not to cheat on me all your life.
   A. principle  B. ground  C. condition  D. guarantee

39. I was about to leave _____ John, an old friend of mine I hadn’t seen in ages, called.
   A. that  B. when  C. then  D. while

40. The ______ Mary has of that young man is that of a very kind and polite person.
   A. aspect  B. idea  C. image  D. operation

41. Intelligence does not ______ mean success. You need diligence as well.
   A. necessarily  B. formally  C. similarly  D. originally

42. Who is that girl ______ by the window? She is really a stunning beauty.
   A. sits  B. sat  C. set  D. seated

43. Even though I’ve been living in the city for years, I find it hard to ______ to city life.
   A. adapt  B. adopt  C. accustom  D. adept

44. John and I spent many hours ______ what we should do after graduating from college.
   A. discussing  B. discussing about  C. to discuss  D. on discussing about
45. Only when a child is about six years old _________ the initial stages of language development.
   A. he begins     B. that he’ll begin   C. does he begin   D. he’ll begin

46. Thank you very much, David. But _________ your timely help, I couldn’t have achieved the mission.
   A. with         B. by              C. for            D. about

47. John’s girlfriend asked him to go to the movies with her tonight, but his father insisted that he _________ home studying.
   A. had to stay   B. must stay         C. stay            D. stayed

48. Obviously it is hard work that ______ John’s success today.
   A. results from   B. abides by        C. accounts for     D. runs after

49. To annoy me, my little brother _______ turned up the radio while I was studying.
   A. deliberately       B. considerately       C. precisely      D. thankfully

50. The first national park of the United States, _______, was Yellowstone in the State of Wyoming.
   A. founding in 1872    B. finding in 1872    C. founded in 1872   D. found